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Executive summary

Resources available to pay for increasingly sophisticated healthcare options are limited, hence payers must develop reasoned approaches to allocate scarce resources to the most valuable technologies. To this end, Health Technology Assessment (HTA) methodologies have been developed over the past half century to help guide policy choices about which health interventions to cover. Most notably, some countries’ HTAs have adopted cost-effectiveness analysis to inform coverage decisions, where health gains are expressed as quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs).

On their own, cost-effectiveness analysis results cannot determine whether the gain from a new technology is ‘worth’ the cost; that requires a cut-off point that indicates the maximum amount of expenditure deemed appropriate (by society or by policymakers) for an additional health gain, the so-called cost-effectiveness threshold (CET).

CETs can be determined based on either (1) a demand-side willingness-to-pay (WTP) perspective, where the total healthcare budget remains – theoretically – flexible, or (2) a supply-side opportunity cost (OC) perspective where total budgets are fixed and including a new technology implies displacing existing ones. Current CET estimates based on these approaches have been questioned due to limitations of underlying data, as well as assumptions made which do not always match reality. Some recent academic literature based on OC has produced considerably lower values than those currently applied in practice. Whether viewed from the demand side or the supply side, using the ‘wrong’ threshold produces an inefficient use of resources.

On the supply side, the nature of medical innovation is rapidly evolving. Over the next decade, innovations that offer lifelong cures will become available, and the type and sources of evidence generated to show clinical benefits might depart from traditional clinical trials.

The role of cost-effectiveness analysis and CET is becoming more prominent than what was envisaged at their introduction when they were mainly tools for efficient resource allocation. Increasingly they are becoming a basis for regulating price, either directly (e.g. Australia and now potentially in Canada) or indirectly (e.g. in the UK).

As established HTA systems, such as those in Australia, Canada, and the UK, review their methods and their role on healthcare system efficiency, there is a clear need to open the debate on how best to identify a threshold that could support the system to meet its goals, given limited resources.

In addition, QALYs alone cannot encompass all important aspects of value that a therapy may offer. For example, society may be willing to pay more for treating life-threatening diseases such as cancer, or for curative therapies, than for treating a self-limiting or chronic disease that does not seriously compromise daily living.

To move the policy debate forward and support HTA agencies in their decision making, we recommend:

- For systems considering moving to an explicit CET to do so in stages. For example, start by adopting the ‘latent’ or ‘empirical’ CET (the observed threshold based on past decisions). This approach, which has been implemented by NICE, has the advantage of avoiding major shocks to the reimbursement system (which can significantly affect patient access to valuable treatments) and, at the same time, improving the predictability and ‘fairness’ of decision making. A ‘soft’ approach should also involve the introduction of a range, rather than a single-value, CET to allow
some flexibility for decision making committees. Regular reviews of the established CET should follow to capture new relevant evidence on decision making.

- In systems already applying an explicit threshold, to explore a number of aspects:
  - understanding the relationship between supply-side and demand-side estimates and exploring how the two values can converge in the long-term when the health budget can be changed, and healthcare systems spend should match society's preferences for health improvements; and
  - recognising the data barriers underlying current empirical estimates and being receptive to new approaches for defining the concept of a threshold and approaches to set its value, such as those considering resource allocation across different public sectors and those assessing the distribution of value generated by new medicines to payers, patients and developers in the long term.

The QALY as the sole measure of additional benefit may not capture all the dimensions that matter to patients and society. How to capture a multi-dimensional concept of value in decision making and understanding the implications for the threshold are still open research and policy questions.

In addition, new innovative therapies may have immature evidence at the time of launch; be used in patient populations with different characteristics and potentially different conditions, which will require multiple Incremental Cost Effectiveness Ratios (ICERs); be used in combination with other technologies (such as diagnostics or other medicines), which may lead to different value and ICERs depending on whether use is in combination or alone. These are issues relevant to any value assessments, although they are particularly acute in systems relying on the QALY where strict cut-off points (CETs) are used to guide funding decisions.

In conclusion, a rigid, single, QALY-based CET (a main factor proposed in HTA-conducting countries such as Canada) may not lead to efficient resource allocation. Setting the threshold at a level that fails to achieve this efficiency will have negative implications for patient access to new, valuable health technologies. Multiple thresholds reflecting value elements beyond the QALY may be needed. More research is essential to understanding how new spending is accommodated in the system and if society is willing to trade off some health gains for other benefits valued by patients and society.
1 Introduction

How much to pay for healthcare is a concern of both public and private payers worldwide. Resources available to pay for increasingly sophisticated healthcare options are limited. As budgets are unlikely to expand to cover all possibilities, payers must develop reasoned approaches to decide how available resources should be allocated to ensure that the most valuable technologies are funded.

Several Health Technology Assessment (HTA) methodologies have been developed over the past half-century to guide policy choices about which health interventions to cover. Many countries now require that manufacturers complete and submit HTA studies - performed according to specific guidelines - as a precondition when considering a new medicine for reimbursement (Angelis, Lange and Kanavos, 2018). In the past, this required demonstrating that the product was at least as good as - if not superior to - standard care with existing medicines. More recently, there are additional requirements for studies showing that in addition to superior in therapeutic benefit, the product under consideration is also better in terms of its value for money when comparing its incremental benefit to its incremental cost. In a number of countries, these gains are expressed as quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs), a measure that considers both additional years of life and the quality of that life, i.e. closeness to full health. The use of QALYs allows comparisons of outcomes across different types of therapy - e.g. medicines can be compared to surgery or to, say, behavioural therapy - and disease areas - e.g. outcomes for cancer patients can be compared to those for cardiovascular or, say, mental health patients. See Appendix 1 for further details about the QALY as a measure of health gains.

Some payers have taken this a step further by establishing how much additional value a new therapy must provide as a precondition for funding or reimbursement. In practical terms, this usually requires the incremental cost per unit of health delivered by the new treatment to be below a threshold specified by the payer. When QALYs are used to characterize these units of health, an Incremental Cost-Effectiveness Ratio (ICER) is estimated. A public payer might require the ICER of a new therapy to fall below a specific amount, a threshold. In the UK, for example, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) requires that a new intervention fall under a threshold of £20,000 to £30,000 per QALY gained. Interventions above that range are unlikely to be recommended for funding by the NHS. Exceptions apply for end-of-life conditions or for certain ultra-rare diseases, for which a higher threshold is considered.

HTA and cost-effectiveness thresholds (CETs) were established to ensure public money is used to purchase interventions that provide the highest value (in terms of health gains) and therefore achieve efficiency. The practical challenge is setting the threshold in a way that makes sense from an economic and policy point of view, taking into consideration not only constraints on healthcare budgets, but also the needs of patients and incentives for continuing improvements in treatment.

The way by which current thresholds are determined by HTA agencies (or other relevant authority) has been found – in general – to lack a sense of clarity. Fresh debate on both the desirability of strict thresholds and how they are set is needed.

The key areas for debate are the following. First, empirical evidence is scarce for reliably determining the appropriate value of one extra unit of health gain (a QALY). Policymakers are in danger of relying on estimates that do not necessarily reflect the reality of healthcare systems. Therefore, understanding the underlying principles and assumptions behind these estimates of value

1 For a thorough summary of HTA methodologies and their relative strengths, see Kobelt (2013). See also a glossary with key terms in A.4 and information in A.1.
is crucial. Some recent academic literature supports an approach for estimating thresholds that produces considerably lower values than those currently applied in practice. This originated with the publication of Claxton et al. (2015) and has subsequently gained international attention (Claxton et al., 2015). The key criticism of this approach is the sparsity of necessary empirical evidence. It has been noted by critics that the assumptions necessary to compensate for such a lack of data, lead to results that do not adequately reflect the way healthcare systems work in practice (Hernandez-Villafuerte, Zamora and Towse, 2018).

Second, the nature of medical innovation is rapidly evolving. Over the next decade, medical innovations that offer lifelong cures will become available. Society might value these curative therapies more highly than treatments that offer the same incremental gains over many years (Hampson, Towse and Henshall, 2017). HTA methodologies need to be adjusted to take this into consideration (Garrison et al., 2019; Danzon, Towse and Mestre-Ferrandiz, 2015).

Finally, and most importantly, there are major reforms on the horizon in countries where the QALY is the most commonly used measure of health benefits and where it drives the definition of CETs. In Canada, the Patented Medicines Prices Review Board (PMPRB) is in the formal consultation stage of establishing a new nationwide system of list and net pricing, where the maximum rebated price (net price) of patented medicines with yearly sales or annual treatment cost above a certain amount is set using market size and the pharmacoeconomic factors of treatment cost, incremental cost and incremental QALYs valued using a CET of CAD 60,000/QALY$^2$. This figure is based on a study by Ochalek, Lomas and Claxton (2018), and has been debated due to uncertainty surrounding the estimates provided, the key limitation being that the relationship between health expenditures and health outcomes was not based on Canadian data (Patented Medicine Prices Review Board, 2019a).

In the UK, NICE has started a method review for the evaluation of a wide range of technologies, including medicines and diagnostics. Key topics considered include whether factors other than the QALY might be included in decision making (so-called ‘modifiers’), and if so, which factors should be included. The review will also address specific challenges associated with evaluating next-generation treatments such as tumour-agnostic therapies and gene therapies which may potentially offer a cure$^3$.

The role of cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) and CET is becoming more prominent as they are seen not just as tools for efficient resource allocation, but as a basis for regulating price, either directly (e.g. in Sweden, Australia and now potentially in Canada) or indirectly (e.g. in the UK) (Angelis, Lange and Kanavos, 2018; Deloitte, 2012). In this paper, we focus on three (high-income) countries (Australia, Canada, and the UK) that have similar HTA systems relying on the QALY framework.

The purpose of this paper is to inform the debate among healthcare policymakers and other stakeholders about the relative merits of current approaches to defining, estimating and applying CETs in healthcare decision making.

---

$^2$ To summarize, prescription medicines new to the Canadian market will be divided into two categories based solely on market size. ‘Patented medicines’ with yearly sales expected to exceed either 50% of per capital GDP (in June 2019, this was roughly CAD 29,700 (CECI, 2019), or CAD 25 million, will be assigned a ‘maximum rebated price’ (MRP) calculated using market size and pharmacoeconomic factors of treatment cost, incremental cost and incremental QALYs valued using a CET of CAD 60,000/QALY. The MRP does not change over time unless certain conditions are met: a change in market size, a new indication, or an updated HTA assessment. Category II medicines will be priced using an international reference pricing approach; the list has been modified to remove countries with higher prices (the US and Switzerland). Such medicines may be reclassified as Category I based on increased revenue or a new indication. Products currently on the market are grandfathered (exempt), but the stated intention is to assess and price all products over time using this approach (Patented Medicines Prices Review Board, 2019b).

2 Countries’ use of CETs

Countries may apply implicit or explicit CETs. **Explicit thresholds are those formally stated** in official guidelines, and are generally accepted as key determinants in the decision making process (Baker et al., 2011). **Implicit thresholds** are those not specified in official documents but **are generally recognised and informally used** by decision makers. In the literature, implicit thresholds also refer to those that can be inferred retrospectively by analysing ICERs of previously recommended interventions (these can be defined as *empirical* thresholds) (Eichler et al., 2004; Baker et al., 2011).

Many countries lack an explicit CET and use alternative benchmarks based on real-life funding decisions or precedents. For example, the average annual cost of $50,000 for kidney haemodialysis has been used as a rule of thumb in the US for many years (Garrison et al., 2019).

The following table presents the CETs found in the literature in relation to countries considered in this paper (Australia, Canada, and the UK). Of the three, the UK⁴ is the only one that uses an explicit threshold (as set out in the NICE Methods Guide). Two years after NICE was established in the UK, researchers noticed that the cut-off value for recommending a new technology for NHS coverage was frequently £30,000/QALY (Raftery, 2014; Towse et al., 2002). NICE then established an explicit threshold range of £20,000 to £30,000 per QALY gained, which has remained unchanged since 2004.

Australia and Canada, on the other hand, have relied on implicit CETs based largely on precedents and not described in any formal document or guideline.

---

⁴ In this report we refer to NICE as the HTA agency operating in the UK for simplicity of reporting. However, we note that formally NICE’s remit is only England and Wales. We note that there are HTA agencies responsible for the other UK countries, which follows similar cost-effectiveness modelling methods and CETs values.
### Table 1: Applied thresholds in Australia, Canada and England

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>HTA agency</th>
<th>Implicit vs explicit</th>
<th>Threshold (cost per QALY)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Pharmaceutica l Benefits Advisory Committee (PBAC)**</td>
<td>Implicit, values presented are based on empirical studies analysing past decisions</td>
<td>AUD50,000</td>
<td>Wang, Gum and Merlin (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health (CADTH)**</td>
<td>Implicit, values presented are based on empirical studies analysing past decisions</td>
<td>'Policy thresholds' as indicated in PMPRB (2019): CAD50,000 (non-oncology) CAD100,000 (oncology) 'Empirical' threshold as indicated in Skedgel, Wranik and Hu (2018) CAD140,000*** (oncology)</td>
<td>Patented Medicine Prices Review Board, (2019a); Skedgel, Wranik and Hu, (2018);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)</td>
<td>Explicit as indicated in the NICE methods guide</td>
<td>£20,000 – 30,000 End-of-Life (EoL): £50,000**** Highly Specialised Technologies (HST): £100,000 - £300,000*****</td>
<td>National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, (2018) *****</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Most CETs, implicit and explicit, either lack a theoretical basis or are informed by limited empirical evidence. This situation has contributed to an on-going debate on how best to identify a threshold that could support the system to meet its goals, such as that of maximising health gains given the limited resources. Approaches for addressing this issue represent either the supply side (all the possible interventions that healthcare can offer) or demand side (seeking to identify the appropriate spending limit from the viewpoint of the society). Each theoretical approach involves a

---

* http://www.pbs.gov.au/info/industry/listing/participants/pbac
** https://cadth.ca/
*** https://cadth.ca/pcodr
****** https://www.nice.org.uk/
different set of methodologies for the estimation of the threshold, which is explained in the next sections.

3 Is a threshold needed?

The purpose of CEA is to determine whether a new technology provides value for money compared to the existing standard of care. The definition of 'value' determines what HTA methodology is most suitable.

Where value can be expressed in monetary terms, cost-benefit analyses (CBA) is the optimal approach. Net monetary benefit (NMB), the basis for determining value, is usually calculated as the difference between the benefits of each technology minus the differences in the costs. If the CBA of a new technology shows that its NMB is positive, then the new technology should provide good value for money.

In most HTA methodologies, however, the value associated with new health technologies cannot be easily translated into monetary terms. Placing a monetary value on human life can be considered morally questionable and not socially acceptable. Value may instead be expressed as 'utility', based on preference-based quality of life (QoL) measures. Expressing health outcomes as utilities has the advantage of producing results that allow comparison across a range of treatments - this is known as cost-utility analysis. The most commonly used unit measure for health gains is the QALY, which forms the basis for calculating ICERs. On their own, ICERs cannot determine whether the gain from a new technology is 'worth' the cost, that requires a threshold that indicates the maximum amount of expenditure deemed appropriate for one unit of health gain (Vallejo-Torres, García-Lorenzo and Serrano-Aguilar, 2018). Alternatively, an ad-hoc value judgement from the decision making committee as to whether or not the new technology represent good value for money may be used.

Thresholds may have other important, broader functions. In viewing NICE’s threshold from the perspective of ethics and philosophy, Badano, John and Junghans (2017) assert that the continued use of the threshold plays an important role in the ‘complex ecology’ of politics: the existence of a standard that remains stable over time has several positive effects, including giving an appearance of fairness, stabilising expectations, and providing a basis for democratic discussions about allocation of resources. What is unclear is whether the same benefits are likely to be the same in the political and social culture of different countries and healthcare systems.

A criticism of applying any threshold is that it may not capture societal preferences accurately. If the purpose of a threshold is to identify the maximum amount that society is willing to pay for an additional unit of health gain - the demand side perspective - then using a threshold that is too high or too low means that resources are being misallocated. A threshold would be considered too high if it results in allocating more resources to health than society would prefer, thus reducing allocations to other areas such as education or defence. Setting a threshold that is too low would mean that too little is allocated to health and health gains would be foregone because treatments that should be considered cost effective would not be available.

There are similar concerns from the supply-side perspective, which assumes that every new investment requires the reallocation of resources from somewhere else. In the case of health, this would mean the displacement of an existing treatment or service. A threshold would be considered too high if resources invested in a new treatment provide fewer health gains than the treatment it displaces. If the threshold is too low, treatments that provide good value for money would be rejected, resulting in a health loss or lower health gain in societal terms. Whether viewed from the
demand side or the supply side, using the ‘wrong’ threshold produces an inefficient use of resources.

Recent studies have criticised the use of thresholds based on QALYs because they provide only a partial picture of everything that should be taken into consideration in healthcare decision making. Schwarzer et al. (2015) argue that the simple comparison of an ICER against a benchmark cannot capture all values important to a society, including intangibles such as distributional justice, equity, and dignity. Research has confirmed that the comparison of the estimated ICER to the threshold was the dominant consideration in NICE decisions between 1999 and 2002 (Devlin and Parkin, 2004) and that, more recently, most NICE decisions (82%) were driven by cost-effectiveness considerations (Dakin et al., 2015). However, Dakin et al. (2015) also found that, in reality the threshold at which interventions were recommended was higher than the stated £20,000 to £30,000 range. The authors noted that this might be due to other factors considered by committees, such as End-of Life-criteria.

Making decisions based primarily on CETs has been rejected in some countries. For example, Germany historically refused to use a single universal threshold because of ‘concerns regarding solidarity, equity and fairness’. The German HTA body explicitly states that HTA should ‘inform the decision maker about the efficiency of a given technology’, but it should not attempt to ‘judge … how much should be spent on it.’ (Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Healthcare, 2009).

Even in countries where the use of a threshold is strongly supported, experience shows it cannot be applied in every instance. The NHS in England, for example, currently provides many services that cost more than £20,000 - £30,000 per QALY gained. One example of this is palliative care, which produces very few QALYs as its purpose is to provide comfort and emotional support rather than increase quantity or quality of life. In some cases, disinvestment should be considered to divert resources to more cost-effective uses.

The NHS also places a high priority on factors such as shorter waiting times and equality of service provision across the country. These are not judged against the cost-per-QALY framework and, if they were, would almost certainly be above the £20,000 - £30,000 range.

NICE itself has explored in the past, as part of the Value Based Assessment consultation, whether to define additional considerations in its decision making process that go beyond the maximisation of health gains (i.e. modifiers). This might include additional factors that might change the value of the QALYs gained, such as severity of illness, whereby health gains for worse-off population groups might be valued more highly by society even though such patients might benefit less from treatment than other patient populations (Nord, 2005). A possible way to reflect these considerations is to introduce weighted QALYs (Wailoo, Tsuchiya and McCabe, 2009). A similar principle has been applied by the HTA agencies in the Netherlands and Norway (Reckers-Droog, van Exel and Brouwer, 2018; Ottersen T et al., 2016). It might be expected that NICE will consider such approaches for the inclusion of QALY modifiers as part of its methods review. This suggests that some policymakers are questioning whether a one-size-fits-all threshold is the best choice.

4 How are thresholds determined?

The dominant approaches currently used to determine cost-effectiveness thresholds are based on opportunity cost (OC) (a supply-side perspective) or willingness-to-pay (WTP) (a demand-side viewpoint).
Which is more appropriate depends in large part on the actual and potential healthcare budget available. Each approach has its proponents, as well as its own set of limitations that affect whether and how healthcare allocation decisions can, or perhaps should, be made based on them.

4.1 Supply side: OC and league table approaches

The OC approach assumes the current health budget is fixed, i.e. it will neither increase nor decrease and any new technology introduced must displace a technology or service currently in use (see Claxton et al., 2015; Zhang, Ji and Li, 2017). This approach assumes that the objective of any authority making health decisions under a finite budget will be to realise as many QALYs as possible within the given budget. The new technology will provide new health gains, but health gains associated with the displaced technology will be lost. The OC of funding a new technology, then, will be equal to the health gains lost by defunding the displaced technology.

The league table approach also assumes a finite budget. All health interventions are ranked in order of cost-effectiveness. Funding begins with the intervention at the top of the table and works its way down in rank order until the budget is exhausted (Thokala et al., 2018; Cleemput et al., 2011; Smith and Richardson, 2005). With the OC approach it is possible to use a league table analysis to set the threshold at the level of the least cost-effective technology funded.

The league table approach can only be used when perfect divisibility holds, i.e. when the health intervention can be considered entirely separately from any other aspect of healthcare (Thokala et al., 2018) and when health programs can be reduced to different levels. This is an issue for the OC approach as well (Cleemput et al., 2011). In practice, the league table approach is virtually impossible to apply because it requires that the decision-maker have information on the cost-per-QALY gained of all potential health interventions (Ryen and Svensson, 2015).

4.1.1 How OC thresholds are determined

Several methods have been applied to estimate OC thresholds. Although they are based on a similar theoretical approach, they differ importantly in the specific estimation technique applied and the results obtained.

Some qualitative research has explored how decision-makers react in practice to changes in the budget. Karlsberg Schaffer et al. (2015, 2016) explored local disinvestment decisions in Scotland and Wales, using the annual budget scrutiny survey and interviews with a sample of NHS finance directors in both countries. The results showed that existing services are displaced only as a last resort: NHS managers are more likely to try to increase efficiency than reduce or stop services.

Another qualitative study explored whether and how economic evaluation was used by Primary Care Trusts (PCTs) to make local healthcare decisions in England. Information was gathered by observing decision making meetings, in-depth interviews with decision-makers and analysis of documents from the meetings. The results showed that, although decision-makers were aware of scarcity issues and the concept of value for money, economic evaluations were generally not a consideration for decisions (Eddama and Coast, 2009).

Quantitative analyses have attempted to reveal the relationship between changes in budget and the funding of health services. The most recent estimates of the CET (from the supply side) are based on this approach. A summary of the estimates is shown in Table 2.

Quantitative methods focus on the effect of healthcare expenditure on health outcomes, which is usually indicated as ‘elasticity’. The estimation of elasticity typically involves observable health
outcomes that are not measured as QALYs (see column ‘Measure of Health Outcomes’ in Table 2), for which data are rarely available.

A second key challenge is capturing the effect of expenditure on outcomes, as opposed to the other way round. An increase in healthcare expenditure can also be a consequence - rather than the cause - of positive health outcomes (e.g. a population with a longer life expectancy will consume more healthcare). In econometric analyses, the use of an ‘instrumental variable’ (IV) is a widely accepted way of teasing out what is cause and what is effect. In our context, an IV instrument is a factor that only affects health outcomes via its effect on health expenditure, in order to purge the estimation of outcome elasticity to health expenditure from any reverse causation from outcomes to expenditure, or from measurement errors in health expenditure. Several indicators have been used as IVs to tackle this problem. The use of these instruments is frequently justified either by using statistical tests (such as socioeconomic or deprivation variables, as in Claxton et al. (2015) and Lomas, Martin and Claxton (2019), or they are supported on theoretical grounds (for example, on the ‘funding rule’ that allocates health budget across local authorities as in Andrews et al., 2017; Claxton, Lomas and Martin, 2018).

Lomas, Martin and Claxton (2019) estimate the CET in England using socioeconomic and deprivation variables as IVs with good statistical properties. Their work builds on an extensive report published in 2015 (Claxton et al., 2015) using a method which linked health expenditure with mortality for different clinical areas and across local decision-makers. Claxton et al. (2015) calculate a CET of £12,936 per QALY gained for 2008. Lomas et al. report a range of £5,000 to £15,000 per QALY gained for 2003-2012. However, these estimations require questionable assumptions, which we highlight below.

- Both papers use mortality rates as the main health outcome, which leaves several clinical areas (e.g. maternity) without observable outcomes. The lack of data for mortality rates and expenditure, as well as the mismatch of such data by clinical area requires a first set of assumption and complementary datasets to translate the observable mortality outcome by disease and commissioner (standardised years of life lost rate) to absolute number of life years lost. Yet, questionable assumptions were applied to translate reduced life years lost into QALY gains (using the Global Burden of Disease study), to then extrapolate the results.

- Critics also point out that the approach taken by Claxton, Lomas and Martin (2017) overlooks a number of important factors which may be relevant when making funding decisions to be applied across the nation: crucial differences across locations, the importance of each clinical area to each decision making group (in terms of both number of patients and healthcare provision), and possible differences in priorities across disease areas.

- Even in the optimal situation where a single CET does acknowledge heterogeneity across locations and disease areas, the weighted average of clinical area-specific CETs (which provides the CET of £12,936 per QALY gained for 2008) is arguably not the correct indicator for the marginal effect. This is because an implicit assumption is needed to interpret the average as marginal productivity across locations, which is that all decision makers prioritise similarly by clinical area when displacing services to adopt a new technology. In reality, empirical studies of NHS Health Boards across the UK suggest this is not the case. These authorities- and presumably the local healthcare decision-makers in England (PCTs at the time of the analysis) - do not respond in the same way to the same funding challenges (Karlsberg Schaffer et al., 2015, 2016).

A recent study (not reported in Table 2 as it does not provide an estimate) explores the relationships between outcomes and expenditures from two perspectives:
• first, incorporating the possibility that some decision making groups at the local level are more efficient than others in some clinical areas, and recognising than some; commissioners could adopt new technologies without displacing current services;

• second, directly measuring the heterogeneity of the mortality elasticity to health expenditure in different locations (Hernandez-Villafuerte et al., 2019).

This study provides empirical evidence of production inefficiency - that is, the inability of some PCTs to achieve the best practice performance found in others. This means that estimates of the OC of introducing new technologies based on average performance (as in Claxton, Lomas and Martin, 2017) could be biased and subject to far greater variation than assumed. The authors conclude that scientific methods alone may not be sufficient for setting a cost-effectiveness criterion, and that political judgements need to be incorporated as well.

In Canada, the most recent estimation of the CET from the supply side can be found in Ochalek, Lomas and Claxton (2018), which was performed and discussed as part of the price reform proposals by the Patented Medicine Prices Review Board (PMPRB), 2019. The authors provide province-level estimates of health OCs. Health outcomes are expressed in terms of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs). The authors use different values for elasticities, mainly obtained from Bokhari, Gai and Gottret (2007), Claxton, Lomas and Martin (2017) and Andrews et al. (2017). None of these studies used data from Canada. Results vary substantially depending on how the elasticities are estimated. The authors conclude that the potential CET (expressed as cost-per-DALY averted) falls between CAD20,000 and CAD100,000. This result is consistent with those obtained using elasticities from Claxton, Lomas and Martin (2017), and Andrews et al., 2017. Notably, in the context of the Canadian reforms, Ochalek, Lomas and Claxton (2018) recommend a cost-per-QALY threshold of CAD30,000 per QALY gained. However, this is not supported by evidence in the paper, which was based on estimations expressed in DALYs. As a result, it was debated and critiqued by experts who were part of the PMPRB Working Group (Patented Medicine Prices Review Board, 2019a).

Edney et al. (2018a) provide an estimate of a CET for Australia. The authors also use an IV estimation methodology, which leads them to a base case estimate of AUD28,033 per QALY gained (ranging from AUD21,000 to AUD38,000). The authors use national data on health-related quality of life for their estimate. Edney et al. (2018b) show that the estimation of the elasticity of mortality outcomes to public health spending in Australia varies greatly across locations, with those with the highest mortality rates being more able to reduce mortality for a given increase in spending.

Although the UK and, more recently, Canada, have publicly embraced the concept of OC thresholds as part of their HTA process, in practice CET values applied for decision making are different from the empirical estimates based on that concept. The estimates presented in Table 2, representing ‘empirical estimates’ of the OC in each country’s healthcare system, are lower than the figures in Table 1, which represent the ‘decision thresholds’. The consequences of this discrepancy remain to be researched, but they crucially depend on the extent to which the estimated CETs represent, as they are intended to do, OCs and the marginal productivity of, say, the last one million pounds invested.

In the table in Appendix A.4, we included other recent OC estimates in countries that are outside our scope to provide a comprehensive picture of empirical evidence and methods in the field.

All methodologies for basing thresholds on OC suffer from similar limitations:
- first, and most importantly, **relying on past decisions does not necessarily produce a more efficient decision making process in the future**, as some studies have made clear (Vallejo-Torres et al., 2016);

- second, **the relationship between expenditure and health is not the same across all countries**. This means that a single methodology is not applicable across all countries. In addition, causality of the elasticity of health outcomes to health expenditure is very difficult to prove; even assuming the validity of the econometric model and IVs used with available data, there may be unobserved factors, such as behavioural factors affecting inertia, as well as trends in patient life expectancy and morbidity;

- finally, **data are insufficient**. Empirical studies so far have relied on mortality statistics and have not been able to estimate the impact of expenditure on quality of life alone. Claxton et al. (2015) attempted to compensate for this limitation by inferring the effect on quality of life as being proportionate to the estimated effect on mortality, which is a questionable assumption.
Table 2. Most recent country OC estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Measures of Health Outcomes</th>
<th>Measures of expenditure/sources</th>
<th>Central estimate reported</th>
<th>Estimates range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edney et al. (2018a)</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Years of Life Lost; morbidity; QALYs (SF-36)</td>
<td>National data from 2011/2012 capturing government health expenditure and healthcare need, Data on veterans</td>
<td>AUD28,033</td>
<td>AUD20,758 AUD38,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ochalek, Lomas and Claxton (2018)</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Mortality, Years of Life Lost, Years Lived with Disability, DALYs</td>
<td>Elasticities form Bokhari, Gai and Gottret (2007): Military expenditure per capita of neighbouring countries; paved roads per square km; shock in 'donor funding'</td>
<td>n/r</td>
<td>CAD83,000 CAD249,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elasticities from Claxton, Lomas and Martin (2017): English NHS expenditure; instrumental variables used reflecting socioeconomic deprivation</td>
<td>n/r</td>
<td>CAD16,000 CAD52,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elasticities from Andrews et al. (2017): English NHS expenditure</td>
<td>n/r</td>
<td>CAD23,000 CAD76,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>QALY. (Ochalek, Lomas and Claxton, 2018) citing the results obtained by Woods et al. (2016)</td>
<td>CAD28,089</td>
<td>CAD27,000 CAD34,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lomas, Martin and Claxton (2019)</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Year Life Lost Rate</td>
<td>NHS expenditure by geographically defined local health authorities, for each programme budgeting category (total: 23)</td>
<td>n/r</td>
<td>£5,000 £15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claxton et al. (2015)</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Year Life Lost Rate</td>
<td>NHS expenditure by Primary Care Trust, for each programme budgeting category (total: 23)</td>
<td>£12,936</td>
<td>£2,018 £29,314</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n/r: non-reported
4.12 How league tables are developed

Several generic league tables have been developed. WHO-CHOICE reports simple information on ICERs for a large number of interventions. Regional league tables are available for several diseases or risk factors.

The main advantage of league tables is that the last-ranked intervention funded (the intervention with the lowest ICER within a set of interventions) is thought to be a good approximation of willingness-to-pay for health benefits. League tables can also indicate the potential health benefits of cancelling an existing programme and reallocating resources to another programme.

To provide a reliable guide for decision-makers, the same outcome measure should be used for each intervention. In practice, although HTAs may apply a consistent methodology and rely on recommended data on resource consumption, current guidelines do not, and cannot, specify a single common outcome measure.

As a result of these challenges, a comprehensive and reliable league table of all possible health interventions in any given health system, is beyond the reach of today’s decision-makers in most countries.

4.2 Demand side: WTP and GDP approaches

The WTP approach assumes the health budget is not finite but fluctuates with demand. In a single-payer system, this assumes the government knows the relative value that society would assign to all government services—health, education, defence and so on. A threshold would be set based on society’s maximum willingness-to-pay for health, expressed perhaps as a cost-per-QALY. All new technologies at or below this threshold would be funded (Smith and Richardson, 2005; Mason, Baker and Donaldson, 2008).

The World Health Organisation (WHO) suggested that gross domestic product (GDP) might be a valid reference indicator for threshold setting, recommending a threshold between one and three times the GDP per capita per DALY (Robinson et al., 2017; Sachs, 2001). Although this approach does not have a clear theoretical basis, it has been applied in low- and middle-income countries. In the early 2000s, 10% of cost-effectiveness studies cite this threshold as a benchmark and by 2013–2015, this increased to 76% (Thokala et al., 2018). Some analysts have argued that thresholds at three times GDP per capita are considerably higher than those derived from the OC approach. In response to criticism, the WHO has recognised the limitations of using GDP to set a threshold (Bertram et al., 2016) and has discontinued its support of this approach.

4.2.1 How WTP thresholds are determined

Two primary methods are used to determine the maximum WTP value for an intervention (see Ryen and Svensson, 2015; Vallejo-Torres, García-Lorenzo and Serrano-Aguilar, 2018).

The first method surveys members of the public directly about their preference on health improvements. This direct elicitation method uses hypothetical questions to discover preferences. This might be a binary/dichotomous approach where respondents are asked whether their WTP is higher (or lower) than a specified amount for a given health improvement. Alternatively, it might ask respondents to choose between options that differ with respect to price/cost and level of health improvement (e.g. using discrete choice experiments) (Ryen and Svensson, 2015). The data collected can be used to estimate the WTP for the health gain represented by an additional QALY (so-called ‘WTP-Q’).
The second method is based on the value of statistical life (VSL), which is equivalent to the monetary value of a prevented fatality (Viscusi, 2003). VSL can be estimated either by revealed preference or stated preference methods. Revealed preference methods assume that individuals reveal their preferences by their market behaviour. The information is obtained by identifying situations in which individuals, either implicitly or explicitly, perform actual trade-offs between wealth and mortality risks. In stated preference methods, a hypothetical market situation is presented and survey respondents are asked about their WTP for a given change in the level of mortality risk. In general, WTP for a QALY can be estimated from VSL studies by using a present-discounted-value formula (Ryen and Svensson, 2015).

Whichever method is used, the WTP approach has inherent limitations:

- WTP results differ depending on the technique used to elicit them. This has a discernible impact on final estimated values. A systematic literature review identified 24 papers with 383 WTP-Q estimates. The overall mean and median WTP-Q estimates found were €118,839 and €24,226, respectively (in 2010 Euros). Estimates ranged from less than €1,000 to €4,800,000, although 80% of all estimates were below €75,000. In addition, estimates of WTP using the stated preference approach were lower than those found using the VSL. WTP-Q also tended to be higher when a risk of premature death was included in the valuation scenario than if pure quality of life (QoL) changes were being valued (Ryen and Svensson, 2015);

- The WTP-Q method assumes that the valuation of health gains is linear with respect to changes in quality and duration of life. In other words, if an individual is willing to pay, say, £30,000 for one additional QALY, then the individual would be also willing to pay up to £60,000 for two additional QALYs. However, there is evidence in the literature that this assumption does not hold (Vallejo-Torres et al., 2016);

- WTP questionnaires imply a substitution of health – defined as QALYs – and wealth, which results from a trade-off between QoL and time to death/risk of death. For instance, say that an individual is willing to pay £30K for a QALY. This should be equivalent to say that the individual is willing to pay £30 for two additional years of life lived with utility 0.5, or four additional years of live lived with a QoL of 0.25, and similar partitions of quality and duration of life that are equivalent to one QALY. However, individuals are sometimes willing to make a trade off in one dimension but not in the other, and therefore the aggregation of trade-offs between elements of different kind frequently leads to inconsistencies and wide confidence intervals across the estimates.

We conclude that current available methods produce a range of WTP estimates that is too wide to be useful for healthcare policy decision making.

4.3 The procedural objectivity approach

Some recent publications by authors with expertise outside the fields of health or economics suggest that the basis for a threshold is less important than the existence of one. Badano, John and Junghans (2017), for example, assert that the most significant contribution of NICE’s threshold is intangible: conveying a sense of fairness to coverage decisions, stabilising expectations about the prospects of funding for new health technologies, and providing a basis for discussing healthcare choices.

Although we did not find any obvious position of this approach from our review of HTA methods in the selected countries, the fact that some refer to a CET (either implicitly or explicitly) with no clear empirical basis could be – at least in part – the result of the above factors. That is, HTAs may apply...
CETs to improve decision making processes by ensuring some level of consistency across decisions and predictability of their process, for the benefit of all the stakeholders.

4.4 Can we reconcile demand- and supply-side CETs?

The debate about whether supply-side or demand-side factors should determine CETs is likely to continue. Supply-side thresholds allow the quantification of the net health gains (or losses) that would result from the inclusion of a new intervention. Decisions made on the basis of supply-side CETs ensure that aggregate health is maximised within budget constraints. Estimates of demand-side CETs, such as WTP, tend to be higher than those based on OCs and raise issues of affordability in the short term, as realistically, not all technologies meeting a WTP threshold can be funded.

Theoretically, if health budgets can be adjusted in the long-run, WTP and OC approaches should produce the same threshold and ensure that healthcare system spending matches society’s preferences for health improvements (Danzon et al., 2018). It is worth noting that if budget flexibility is allowed in the health sector, it can also apply to other areas of spending, thereby affecting aggregate public spending. Whether the resulting taxation measures are accepted by the public remains an empirical question. In practice, however, budgets are likely to remain constrained, with small increases each year, for the foreseeable future.

5 Can QALY-based approaches reward valuable future innovations?

Policy changes often have unforeseen and unintended consequences. For medical technology, a QALY-based approach to judge value for money may have effects well beyond negotiating prices or determining coverage. HTA recommendations and pricing decisions (together) may be interpreted as a signal about decisions on R&D efforts, which in turn can have a profound impact on innovation. For some types of interventions, HTA methodologies based on the QALY framework have struggled to accurately capture their value, a problem that is likely to become more serious as more innovative technologies come onto the market.

One topic that occupies a large part of the discussion is that of gene therapies, which is a technique that alters an individual’s genes to treat – or cure – a disease. This may be achieved by replacing a disease-causing gene with a healthy copy of the same gene; deactivating a disease-causing gene; or introducing a new gene into the patient. This is an area identified to have experienced rapid growth worldwide (Ginn et al, 2018), and offers potential for one-time treatment targeting the fundamental cause of a disease, rather than long-term management of symptoms. This then may lead to substantial savings in costs over a patient’s lifetime but is also associated with large cost upfront, at least in the near term.

A second trend that poses fundamental problems for HTA valuations is combination therapy, in which more than one intervention is used as part of a regimen to treat a disease to achieve greater health gains than is possible when components of the regimen are used separately. Combination therapy is familiar in the fields like HIV but increasingly applied in oncology. The challenge for HTA is how each of the components should be valued, an issue that is further complicated when each component is manufactured by different companies which will expect a fair price for their intervention part of the combination.
Outlined below are the most relevant issues posed by the current medical innovation for HTA methods. Some, such as increased uncertainty, are not confined to QALY-based approaches as they also apply to other methods for the assessment of value. Few of these issues are new—most have been raised and debated at length by HTA bodies—and most still await consensus on how they can be best addressed. What is new is the growing number of medical innovations that raise such issues and their growing importance in the policy debate.

- **Uncertainty about the eventual outcome.** Clinical trials are—by necessity—limited in population size and timeframe. This presents particularly serious challenges in the development of medicines for rare diseases (which have small populations) and for therapies that can be proven only in the long term to have provided a cure (timeframe). There are a number of aspects to uncertainty that need to be considered:
  - *Surrogate endpoints.* For a number of reasons (e.g. resource or time constraints), clinical trials may use surrogate outcomes such as progression-free survival in oncology. Trial results may report outcomes on certain biomarkers or other indicators, but not the ultimate outcome of mortality or disease progression. This can create uncertainty if such surrogate outcomes need to be related to final or ‘hard’ outcomes (such as overall survival) if this relationship has not been previously established (Marsden and Towse, 2017).
  - *Durability of long-term effects.* Given the relatively short timeframes of many clinical trials, it is difficult to predict long-term impact with a high degree of certainty. For non-curative treatments that need on-going administration, uncertainty arises from whether the health gains from future applications will be the same as those experienced in the trials. The extrapolation of short-term outcomes (including survival) is likely to be highly sensitive to the specifics of the HTA methodology used to model them.
  - *Extrapolation to wider populations.* Clinical trials of treatments for rare diseases are very small, hence there is uncertainty about whether and to what extent health gains can be generalised to a larger population. Under discussion is whether real-world evidence—including patient-reported outcomes—should be collected and considered as part of HTA assessments (Marsden and Towse, 2017).

- **When the choice of comparators is a challenge.** In measuring the cost-effectiveness of new interventions, HTA agencies seek to compare the new technology to existing, ‘standard care’. This is challenging when interventions are developed for areas that have no existing alternatives (such as ‘first-in-class’ medicines), in dynamic classes where the standard of care may change several times in a short time interval, or where the ‘next best’ option is not obvious. In some cases, clinical trials may be conducted as single-arm trials (i.e. without a comparator). This may happen when the population size is small or when there are other factors (e.g. ethical concerns) that make this necessary. A number of methodologies have been developed to perform indirect comparisons based on available clinical trial data. However, their application and reliability remain contentious issues (Phillippo et al., 2018). Establishing reliable estimates of benefit becomes much more difficult without a comparator, unless the natural history of the disease is known and the patient population is homogenous (Marsden et al., 2017).
  - *Tumour agnostic treatments* (TAT). The difficulty of identifying a suitable comparator is particularly acute for TATs, an emerging form of cancer treatment that focus on the cause of cancer within a given patient rather than on the location of cancer within the body.
TATs are studied using ‘basket’ trials, which test the effect of one treatment on a single mutation in a variety of tumour types at the same time. This is in contrast to umbrella trials, which have multiple treatment arms within one trial. While such a trial design can be more efficient – relative to traditional clinical trials – as allowing new treatments to be tested and approved by regulatory bodies, the lack of a comparator arm and randomisation is a challenge for HTA evaluations (ISPOR, 2019; Cooper et al., 2020).

Assessing ICERs associated with such treatments is expected to be challenging with current HTA approaches, as endpoints used in trials (such as the rate and duration of response), may lead to further uncertainty in the cost-effectiveness estimates (Cooper et al., 2020).

In October 2019, the TAT drug larotrectinib was not recommended by the CADTH pan-Canadian Oncology Drug review. The rationale behind this decision - uncertainty regarding the effectiveness of the treatment compared to available treatment options – reflects the challenges noted above (CADTH pan-Canadian Oncology Drug Review (pCODR), 2019).

We recognise that uncertainty is an inherent problem to most decision making around new interventions, therefore its presence should not stop committees assessing and making judgements around their value. However, a high degree of uncertainty can lead to the rejection of potentially valuable interventions. The likelihood of this happening will depend on the attitude of relevant decision-makers to uncertainty. (Barnsley et al., 2016).

Capturing full value. One of the most challenging aspects of the HTA process is capturing the value of interventions that differ in important ways from existing technology.

- Value beyond the QALY. Therapies that are potentially curative - especially where no treatment currently exists - generate value in ways not traditionally considered in HTA, most notably:
  - ‘Value of hope’, interventions that are potentially curative may hold more value for patients than interventions that require long-term management, even if the number of expected QALYs is the same over the same time horizon (Garrison et al., 2019).
  - ‘Insurance value’, where value is measured by willingness-to-pay, risk-averse individuals may be willing to pay a premium for the existence of interventions for ultra-rare conditions that are potentially catastrophic for both health and financial security (Garrison et al., 2019).

Published research on defining and measuring value elements not captured by the QALY have largely focused on aspects related to the burden of illness (usually expressed as ‘severity’) of the condition targeted by a new therapy (Reckers-Droog, van Exel and Brouwer, 2018), and productivity effects, including patient’s or carers’ ability to return to work as a result of using the new therapy an (Dixon and Round, 2019).

Some of these factors, such as severity, could be incorporated into the QALY framework by introducing ‘weights’ based on societal preferences and (as applied by some countries) adjusting the threshold accordingly. Other factors, such as productivity, points to the adoption of a societal perspective in evaluations (i.e. including interventions effects outside the health sector) which is applied only by a limited number of countries and it is still debated by health economists (Neumann and Kamal-Bahl, 2017). It has been pointed out that the consideration of new value elements might
have consequences on the value attributed to the QALY itself in systems with a fixed budget (or at least operating under this assumption) (Garrison et al., 2019). These perspectives on value raise important questions about whether and how such tangential benefits, important to patients but not traditionally part of HTA, should enter into ICER calculations.

- **Discounting rates for long-term therapies.** A treatment that has lifelong benefits but also incurs a large upfront cost may be deemed not cost-effective if its costs and benefits are discounted at the same rate—for example, as in the NICE reference case, where both costs and effects are discounted at the rate of 3.5% per year. Whether very long-term benefits should be discounted at a lower rate than costs in such cases is recognised as an important question, but there is yet no consensus on how best to do this within existing HTA methodologies.

- **Separating component values.** Technologies that are used in combination present significant challenges for determining the value of each component. For combination therapies in oncology, for example, it is often not possible to generate discrete evidence on the relative effect of each treatment component on the overall outcomes. At present, HTA bodies generally consider combination therapies as one intervention, an approach that may lead to complications for pricing and reimbursement, particularly when the components are manufactured by different companies (Dankó, Blay and Garrison, 2019).

  Companion diagnostic technologies present a similar dilemma. The use of a diagnostic technology may significantly enhance the value of a related treatment or even determine its success entirely. However, the value of the diagnostic has not been consistently accounted for in HTA systems. Although companies developing drugs may be motivated to invest in tests that contribute to the targeted use of their products, too few effective incentives are currently in place to encourage diagnostics firms to conduct the substantial independent research that can be used in HTA (Towse and Garrison, 2013). We note that in some HTA systems, this has been recognised and dedicated processes for diagnostics (like that created by NICE⁶) or for technologies used in conjunction (the so-called co-dependent technologies defined by PBAC⁷) have been established.

- **Value by indication.** Many technologies are approved for more than one indication. In some instances, manufacturers are aware of this potential during the R&D process. The initial approval may be followed-within a relatively short time-by submissions for approval in additional indications. In other cases, clinical use after the medicine reaches the market may lead to important indications that were not previously anticipated. Setting a single price (as suggested in the current Canadian draft guideline) for such technologies may result in inefficiencies in health systems. This has potential implications for manufacturer incentives and patient access. If the manufacturer anticipates that a product has the potential to be launched in different indications with different values, it may choose to launch only in the high-value indications. This may hinder access for patients in the lower-value (but still cost-effective) indications.

  Australia has implemented a form of indication-based pricing, where medicines with multiple indications can have an indication-specific price linked to the cost-effectiveness of its different uses. The ‘published price’ that appears in the pharmaceutical benefits scheme (PBS) is the result of a weighted average of medicine utilisation for each indication⁸.

Many payers recognise that the ICER or the value of a product can vary—sometimes substantially—by indication. It has also been shown—at least in principle—that pricing according to value in different uses has benefits for patient access and R&D incentives. However,

---

the application of indication-based pricing (such as that used in Australia) remains a topic of debate (Cole, Towse and Zamora, 2019).

The last two issues raised (separation of value and value by indication) are more relevant to price setting and do not invalidate either CEA or the use of CETs. However, their effects on HTA valuations and consequent pricing on the therapeutic direction of innovation should not be underestimated. The effect of pricing decisions on incentives for R&D across therapeutic areas including ones that may not have been anticipated when initial use was developed—has been documented in the literature (Cole, Towse and Zamora, 2019). Today’s HTA methods need to evolve to ensure they can appropriately assess the value of new technologies such as curative therapies, combination therapies or other major innovations that may result in high values for patients and society.

6 Discussion and conclusions

CETs can be determined based either on (1) a demand-side WTP perspective, where the total healthcare budget is theoretically flexible, or (2) a supply-side OC perspective where total budgets are fixed and introducing a new technology implies displacing an existing one. The type and validity of data needed to estimate either type of threshold are difficult to generate, and current estimates rely on assumptions that do not always reflect reality. The choice between these approaches depends on how health budgets are set and how societal preferences are captured—directly through public input (WPT) or indirectly by assuming policymakers accurately reflect societal preferences (OC). Whether viewed from the demand side or the supply side, using the ‘wrong’ threshold can lead to an inefficient use of resources.

Although the UK and, more recently, Canada, have publicly embraced the concept of OC threshold in their HTAs, in practice the CET values applied for decision making differs from the empirical estimates based on that concept. The values shown in Table 2 representing ‘empirical estimates’ of the OC in the country’s healthcare systems, are lower than the figures in Table 1, which represent the ‘decision thresholds’. The consequences of this discrepancy remain to be researched, but they depend crucially on the extent to which the estimated CETs represent (as they are intended to) OCs and the marginal productivity of, say, the last one million pounds invested.

Countries that set a single national figure as a threshold are the exception rather than the rule. Instead, most countries use a combination of approaches that emphasize therapeutic and social value while remaining within healthcare budget constraints (Angelis, Lange and Kanavos, 2018). NICE in the UK has used a national (explicit) threshold, expressed as a range rather than a single figure, for the past two decades. However, this is the exception among high-income countries, and even NICE’s upper bound is somewhat permeable. Moreover, NICE’s threshold is primarily designed to support recommendations for funding in the NHS, not for price setting.

Expectations about CETs generally assume, unrealistically, that all decision makers will act based on ‘objective’ guides such as maximisation of QALYs. Although this may be possible within a small group of decision makers at the national level, implementation at the regional or local level is highly likely to consider factors not part of the standard QALY framework, or to find alternative strategies to accommodate new approvals (such as increase efficiency). Although the optimal solution would be to encourage appropriate local implementation and alignment between national and local criteria of decision making, in the short term it is important to recognise the existing divergence.

In practice, in most countries (QALY and non-QALY driven) CETs or other benchmarks are flexible to reflect differences in therapeutic areas. The underlying intent is to echo the relative value that society assigns to treatments for various diseases. For example, society may be willing to pay more
for treating immediately life-threatening diseases such as cancer, or for curative therapies, than for treating a self-limiting or chronic disease that do not seriously compromise daily living. This is important enough that a growing number of public preference studies are being undertaken to inform decisions. There is still, however, inconsistency in the results, with significant heterogeneity on preferences across a number of other factors or priority setting criteria in the conducted studies. This is an area where more evidence is needed to appropriately inform decision making.

Basing CETs on QALYs appears to be a clean and ‘fair’ approach to choosing among alternatives. Estimating health gains, however, can be challenging and involves assumptions that affect the accuracy and reliability of such exercises. In addition, QALYs alone may not encompass all important aspects of value that a therapy may offer.

The implications of creating single-figure, national CETs might affect access to new technologies in undesirable ways.

To move the policy debate forward and support HTA agencies in their decision making, we recommend:

- Systems that are considering moving to an explicit CET should do so in stages. For example, start by adopting the ‘latent’ or ‘empirical’ CET, which is the threshold observable based on past decisions. This approach, recommended in Badano, John and Junghans, (2017) and implemented by NICE, has the advantage of avoiding major shocks to the reimbursement system (which can significantly affect patient access to valuable treatments) and, at the same time, improving the predictability and ‘fairness’ of the decision making approach. A ‘soft’ approach should also involve the introduction of a range, rather than a single-value CET to allow some flexibility to decision making committees. This is not the direction that Canada is headed, where a fixed CET of CAD60,000 per QALY gained, with very limited room for exception, is likely to be established. This CET was informed by weak empirical evidence under the assumption of a supply-side threshold. The suggested figure is much lower than what has been observed in past decisions, which has been as high as CAD140,000 per QALY gained for oncology treatments.

- For systems embracing the concept of supply-side thresholds and/or already applying an explicit threshold, such as the UK, key priorities should include:
  - understanding the relationship between supply-side and demand-side estimates, and exploring how the two values can converge in the long-term when the health budget can be changed and healthcare systems spend should match society’s preferences for health improvements, as predicted in Danzon et al. (2018);
  - recognizing the data barriers underlying current empirical estimates and being receptive to new approaches for defining the concept of a threshold and approaches to set its value.

- It has been observed that the value of health gains and a ‘life saved’ are different in other government departments such as transport (see Public Health England, 2016). There is a need for a new framework that can help ensure the efficient resource allocation of government expenditures across functional areas. The consequences of continuing to apply different metrics and different benchmarks for decision making across public sectors deserve close examination and policy discussion.

- Little work has been done to assess how CET levels affect the share of the total value captured by each stakeholder (i.e. payers, patients, developers etc.) relative to the use of the new technology in both the short- and the long-term. CET levels
can define the cut-off point for the reimbursement decision. They determine the maximum price at which the new technology is considered cost-effective and thus eligible for reimbursement. However, the final effective price for the new technology can differ from (and be lower than) this maximum cost-effective price in response to short-term factors (e.g. budget caps, price volume agreements, rebates) or mid- and long-term factors (e.g., in-class competition). Economic models on the functioning of pharmaceutical markets can help identify optimal levels of CETs and to improve understanding on the extent to which a single, explicit CET is the best option for decision makers (Berdud, Ferraro and Towse, Forthcoming).

**The QALY as the sole measure of additional benefit may not capture all the dimensions that matter to patients and society.** In addition, new innovative therapies may:

- have only immature evidence at the time of launch, producing a high level of uncertainty that makes the selection of the most ‘likely’ ICER a complex process, and the value assessment a dynamic process (not a one-off exercise that sets the price for the entire patent life of an intervention);

- be used in patient populations with different characteristics and potentially different conditions, which will require multiple ICERs;

- be used in combination with other technologies (such as diagnostics or other medicines), which again may lead to different value and ICERs depending on whether the use is in combination or alone.

In conclusion, a rigid, single, QALY-based CET (a main factor proposed by the PMPRB in Canada) may not lead to efficient resource allocation. Multiple thresholds reflecting value elements beyond the QALY may be needed. More research is needed to understand how new spending is accommodated in the system, and whether society is willing to trade off some health gains for other benefits valued by patients and society.
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Appendix

A.1 What is the QALY?

Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALYs)

Quality-Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) are used in health economics to measure the benefit of different treatments across all (or at least most) possible disease areas.

QALYs are calculated as the length of life weighted by health-related quality-of-life (also called ‘utility’ or ‘tariff’):

\[ \text{QALY} = \text{length of survival} \times \text{utility} \]

One year of life lived in the best imaginable health state (full health) has a QALY ‘value’ of 1.0.

A reduction in either health-related quality of life (‘utility’) or the length of life reduces the QALY value:

- One year lived in a state that is only 75% as good as perfect health has a QALY value of 0.75
- Nine months of a year lived in perfect health also has a value of 0.75

As an illustration: imagine the quality of life for an individual can be captured by a number between 0 and 1, where 1 equals full health and 0 equals death. Let’s assume that a patient has been living with a chronic disease for four years with a quality of life of 0.6 (i.e. at 60% of full health). Without treatment, the patient’s quality of life for ten years would be that represented in blue in the graph below. If we apply the formula above, the patient would live a total of 14 years which is equivalent to 8.4 QALYs (8.4 years lived in full health). If the patient starts treatment in year 4, the quality of life for the patient from year 4 onwards is represented by the green area. With treatment, the patient’s quality of life improves and life expectancy increases by a year. Note that the treatment provides the patient with 1.6 additional QALYs, which is the area represented in green.
A.2 Method of sections 2, 3, and 4

OHE first established a selection of the relevant themes that were required to explore the focus of the paper. The following themes were selected:

- **HTA vs C/E threshold – is there any need?**
- **Conceptual approach to the C/E threshold**
  - a. Concept
  - b. OCs
  - c. League Table
  - d. WTP
  - e. GDP approach (WHO)
  - f. Other alternatives
  - g. Discussion of the several methods
- **Moving from theory to practice – estimates**
  - a. OCs
  - b. League table
  - c. WTP
  - d. GDP
  - e. Other alternatives
  - f. Discussion of the several estimates of thresholds
- **The use of threshold in healthcare decision making**
  - a. Australia
  - b. Canada
  - c. UK
  - d. Other
  - e. Discussion/Comparison

Once the themes were agreed, OHE brought together a collection of papers relevant to cost-effectiveness thresholds based on past work as well as additional conversations with colleagues with expertise in the area. This formed the initial pool of papers. The OHE team explored the papers in the collection and identified the themes that were not well reported. Complementary (targeted) searches were implemented to fill the theme gaps and include most recently published research and policy reports. Our approach for the literature review is described in the diagram in Figure A1.
Figure A1. Literature review method

1. Four themes selection
2. OHE's paper collection on threshold (N = 84)
3. Core papers (N=18)
4. Supplementary papers (N=20)
5. Excluded Papers (N=46)
6. Core papers allocated to themes (N=18)
7. Theme-specific PubMed search (N=1)
   Snowball citations (N=12)
   Targeted searches (N=9)
8. Final list of Core papers (N=18)
9. Final list of Supplementary papers (N=42)
10. Total number of papers reviewed (N=60)
A.3 Methods for section 5

To understand trends in health technology innovation, OHE consulted two key documents from PhRMA (Long, 2017) and EFPIA (European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations, 2018) regarding the innovation pipeline. The selection of these two reports was based on the assumption that trade associations commission and produce the current analyses on the biopharmaceutical industry research & development (R&D) pipeline. An alternative approach could be to obtain IQVIA pipeline data or clinical trials published information to compile a long list of interventions expected to come to market in the near future. However, deriving what can be defined as "innovative" based solely on the name of molecules was likely to be a resource-intensive exercise with limited added benefits compared to using analyses already available in the public domain.

It is noted that while these studies highlight a number of technologies that are currently in development and expected to gain prominence – over the next 5 to 10 years – there does not appear to be a systematic manner by which they are categorised. For example, the EFPIA pipeline review identifies both lists individual technologies and promising medicines and disease areas for which are large number of innovations are in the pipeline. It is difficult, therefore, to select a particular methodology to group innovations – e.g. by type of technology or by disease area – and it is inevitable that there will be areas of overlap. Our initial attempt to create a list of innovative technologies is available in a supplementary Excel file (available on request).

Based on the initial list of expected innovations, we identified relevant literature from Value in Health issues and from OHE publication series. These were reviewed to identify the most prominent issues faced by the HTA process as it currently stands. This was supplemented by a search through ISPOR panels over the past two years as a means of ensuring we captured the latest insights on the debate. The issues identified were mapped to the areas or technologies listed in the Excel file.
A.4 Most recent country OC estimates

(for countries not included in this paper)

A study in Spain (Vallejo-Torres, Garcia-Lorenzo and Serrano-Aguilar, 2018) explore the effect of changes in the national healthcare budget on health outcomes in 17 regional health services. A fixed-effect model with an IV approach is used. The authors measure health outcomes in terms of quality-adjusted life expectancy (which is closer to the notion of QALY than the mortality rates used in Claxton et al. (2015)). The results show a CET in the range of €22,000 to €25,000 in Spain.

Siverskog and Henriksson (2019) estimate the CET applicable to Sweden using data on remaining life expectancy. The authors estimate a threshold in terms of cost-per-life year. Using some health-related quality of life adjustments, the threshold may be as high as €45,000 per QALY gained.

Two recent studies explore the estimation of a CET in The Netherlands following a similar quantitative approach, although using a different type of data. van Baal et al. (2019) focus on hospital spending related to cardiovascular disease (CVD), and identify a CET of €41,000. Stadhouders et al. (2019) estimate a CET from hospital healthcare expenditure across disease areas, providing an estimate of €73,600 (ranging €53,000 - €94,000). The authors derive health outcomes from quality of life data, which allows the direct estimation of a cost-per-QALY threshold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Measures of Health Outcomes</th>
<th>Measures of expenditure / sources</th>
<th>Central estimate reported</th>
<th>Estimates range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vallejo-Torres, Garcia-Lorenzo and Serrano-Aguilar (2018)</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Quality-Adjusted Life Expectancy</td>
<td>Data for 17 regions of the SNHS over the period 2008-2012. European Commission data on growth rates for health spending per capita.</td>
<td>€23,158</td>
<td>€22,000 - €25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siverskog and Henriksson (2019)</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Remaining life expectancy (from Statistics Sweden)</td>
<td>Regional council healthcare expenditure per capita for 20 regions between 2003 and 2016</td>
<td>SEK370,000 (or €39K)/life year</td>
<td>€19,000/QALY - €45,000/QALY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
van Baal et al. (2019)  | The Netherlands  | Mortality  | Annual per capita hospital expenditures and mortality rates for CVD, from Cost of illness studies (Wubulhasimu et al., 2015).  | €41,000  | €25,900  | €110,400  

Stadhouders et al. (2019)  | The Netherlands  | QALYs  | Annual per capita hospital expenditures and mortality rates  | €73,600  | €53,000  | €94,000  

Glossary

**Cost-benefit analysis (CBA)** – A comparison of alternative interventions in which costs and outcomes are quantified in common monetary units.

**Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA)** – A type of evaluation that produces a ratio of benefit to risk of an intervention, in a standard clinical setting, using outcomes measuring issues of importance to patients (e.g., perform daily activities, longer life, etc.).

**Cost-effectiveness threshold (CET)** – A monetary cut-off used by payers to determine if a health intervention provides enough gain to warrant inclusion in the healthcare system. Usually expressed as the maximum cost per QALY gained, a CET may be implicit or explicit, and applied to all interventions or only to some.

**Cost-utility analysis (CUA)** – A form of cost-effectiveness analysis that measures therapeutic consequences in terms of their utility, usually to the patient; most often based on QALYs.

**Demand side cost-effectiveness threshold** – Assumes the health budget is not finite, but fluctuates with demand. In a single-payer system, this assumes the government knows the relative value that society would assign to all government services, not just healthcare. A threshold is set based on society’s maximum willingness to pay for health, possibly expressed as a cost per QALY gained. All new technologies below this threshold would be funded.

**Health technology assessment (HTA)** – An evidence-based, multidisciplinary process intended to support healthcare decision making by assessing the properties and effects of one or more new or existing health technologies in comparison with a current standard. It may address the direct, intended consequences of technologies as well as their indirect, unintended consequences. Its main purpose is to inform technology-related policy decisions in healthcare. HTA is conducted by interdisciplinary groups using explicit analytical frameworks drawing from a variety of methods.

**Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER)** – The additional cost of an intervention as compared with the standard of care intervention divided by the difference in effect or patient outcome between the interventions, e.g., additional cost per QALY gained.

**OC** – The amount that could be spent on alternative healthcare strategies if the health technology in question was not used.

**Quality adjusted life year (QALY)** – The outcome of a treatment measured as the number of years of life saved, adjusted for their utility (quality). QALYs can provide a common unit for comparing cost-utility across different interventions and health problems.

**Supply side cost-effectiveness thresholds** assume that the health budget is fixed, i.e., will neither increase nor decrease. OC approaches to CETs require that use of any new technology must displace one currently in use.

**Willingness to pay** – The maximum amount that a person is willing to pay to (a) achieve a particular good health state or outcome, or to increase its probability or (b) avoid a specific bad-health state or outcome, or decrease its probability.
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